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Abstract 28 

Ab initio simulation results are presented for dilute Al-substitution in the common Fe-29 

(oxyhydr)oxide materials hematite, goethite, lepidocrocite and ferrihydrite.  Experimental 30 

evidence from the literature suggests that Al-substitution in these materials may influence 31 

particle stability and phase transformation behavior, typically stabilizing the 32 

oxyhydroxide phases relative to the oxide, hematite.  We find that all the alloyed phases 33 

studied are unstable with respect to phase separation into their unalloyed Fe/Al-34 

(oxyhydr)oxide end members.  Among the phases studied, ferrihydrite is predicted to 35 

allow Al-substitution with the lowest energy cost, while hematite appears to have the 36 

strongest tendency for phase separation. Considering the effect on thermodynamic 37 

stability relative to the stable Fe-oxide hematite, the three Fe-oxyhydroxide materials 38 

(goethite, lepidocrocite, ferrihydrite) are shown to be stabilized relative to doped Al-39 

hematite as Al content is increased. Interactions between Al dopant atoms on neighboring 40 

Fe sites are simulated and are shown to have minimal influence on Fe-Al alloying 41 

thermodynamics in each of the materials simulated within the range of Al-dopant 42 

concentrations calculated. Simulations of Al-substitutions at the goethite (101) surface 43 

indicate that surface segregation of Al dopants is energetically favored for low Al 44 

concentrations, however this tendency diminishes when Al dopants form a full monolayer 45 

at the mineral surface. 46 

 47 

 48 

Keywords: goethite, hematite, lepidocrocite, ferrihydrite, aluminum doping, aluminum 49 

substitution, phase stability, thermodynamics  50 

 51 

 52 

53 
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1. Introduction 54 

Fe-oxyhydroxides and oxides are common, naturally occurring mineral materials in soils, 55 

ground and surface water environments. They are formed by the weathering of other Fe-56 

bearing materials, or as the products of the precipitation of aqueous Fe3+, often in 57 

association with acidic conditions caused when groundwater dissolves sulfides, especially 58 

pyrite, exposed by metal and coal mining activities (acid mine drainage).(Cornell and 59 

Schwertmann, 2003) The metastable oxyhydroxide ferrihydrite (Fe5O8H•xH2O) is among 60 

the most common initial precipitate phases and is exclusively nanoparticulate. 61 

Lepidocrocite (γ-FeOOH) is also observed, but it is metastable with respect to goethite 62 

(α-FeOOH), the most stable of the oxyhydroxides under typical surface conditions. 63 

Hematite (α-Fe2O3), which often forms as the result of hydrothermal phase 64 

transformation of ferrihydrite or goethite, is competitively stable with goethite in surface 65 

water and soil environments and is the long-term stable phase in the absence of water. 66 

Nanoparticulate Fe-oxyhydroxide materials have high specific surface area, significant 67 

reactivity toward the sorption of aqueous contaminants, and play an important role in 68 

determining the geochemical fate of heavy metals and oxyanion species of environmental 69 

importance (e.g. Pb2+, AsO4
3-, SO4

2-, among others)(Navrotsky et al., 2008). 70 

 71 

Rapid precipitation of aqueous Fe3+ typically result in the formation of amorphous or 72 

poorly crystalline nanoparticulate Fe-oxyhydroxide precipitates that incorporate 73 

significant fractions of non-stoichiometric dopants and other crystallographic defects, 74 

including excess structural water and disordered or partial occupancy of cation sites 75 

(Pinney and Morgan, 2013). Given sufficient thermal energy or annealing time, these 76 

materials can phase transform into more stable, more crystalline Fe-oxyhydroxides or 77 

oxides, possibly incorporating some fraction of the original defect/dopant content into the 78 

product phase.  A variety of cations are observed to substitute on the Fe lattice of the Fe-79 

oxyhydroxides and oxides, including Al, Mn, Cr, Zn, Cd and Si, among others (Jambor 80 

and Dutrizac, 1998; Scheinost et al., 1999; Scheinost et al., 2001; Cornell and 81 

Schwertmann, 2003; Kaur et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2010), with Al being the most 82 

commonly observed in natural samples.  83 
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 84 

The common Fe-oxyhydroxides have known stable (or metastable) isostructural Al-85 

oxyhydroxide analogues (e.g., goethite and diaspore, lepidocrocite and boehmite, 86 

hematite and corundum) suggesting that Al3+ and Fe3+ have similar enough chemistry to 87 

readily enable substitution. However, these materials do not form Al/Fe solid solutions 88 

across all compositions. Al dopant concentrations lower than 10-15% of Fe sites are 89 

typical, and ~30% Al represents an upper limit for Al substitution achieved for synthetic 90 

goethites (Lewis and Schwertmann, 1979a; Schwertmann et al., 1979; Schulze and 91 

Schwertmann, 1984; Scheinost et al., 1999; Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003).  This 92 

limited alloying behavior is perhaps explained by the smaller ionic radius of Al3+ as 93 

compared with Fe3+, leading to destabilizing lattice strain in mixed Al/Fe structures 94 

(Scheinost et al., 1999).    95 

 96 

The incorporation of Al as a metastable defect in Fe-oxyhydroxides has been examined 97 

by various experimental studies (Lewis and Schwertmann, 1979a; Schwertmann et al., 98 

1979; Murad and Schwertmann, 1983; Schulze and Schwertmann, 1984; Wolska and 99 

Szajda, 1987; Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003; Liu et al., 2004; Jentzsch and Penn, 2006; 100 

Liu et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2010a; Cismasu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012), in which the 101 

inclusion of Al has been shown to cause measurable changes in particle morphology, 102 

precipitation and phase transformation characteristics, magnetic properties, and reactivity 103 

toward sorption of aqueous ions and other surface processes.  Al substitution is observed 104 

to occur in association with excess OH and cation vacancy defects in hematite and 105 

goethite, and in association with excess hydration content in ferrihydrite (Wolska, 1984; 106 

Wolska and Szajda, 1987, 1988; Ruan and Gilkes, 1995; Ruan et al., 2002; Blanchard et 107 

al., 2010; Pinney and Morgan, 2013).  Al substitution within the structure of ferrihydrite 108 

is observed for synthetic ferrihydrites formed under rapid precipitation conditions, 109 

whereas slower precipitation processes are found to produce some amount of structurally-110 

distinct Al-oxyhydroxide co-precipitate phases (Cismasu et al., 2012).  111 

 112 

Al incorporation in Fe-oxyhydroxides induces a contraction of unit cell lattice parameters 113 

associated with the smaller ionic radius of Al3+ as compared with Fe3+.  Even though the 114 
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Fe-oxyhydroxides and oxide hematite have corresponding Al-based isostructures, the 115 

substitution of Al often does not induce linear or Vegard-like shifts in lattice parameters 116 

in response to increasing Al content (Wolska and Szajda, 1988; Cornell and 117 

Schwertmann, 2003; Cismasu et al., 2012).  Dependent on the structural details of the 118 

material, Al substitution affects lattice parameters non-uniformly, causing larger 119 

contractions in dimensions more tolerant of strain.  Additionally, the influence of Al on 120 

lattice parameters in real samples can be masked by the simultaneous presence of other 121 

point defects (e.g., excess OH) and surface/nanoparticle properties that may induce 122 

conflating strain and bond-length effects.   123 

 124 

The presence of Al can affect phase transformations between Fe-based mineral structures 125 

(e.g., goethite to hematite).  Phase transformations in these materials occur via several 126 

pathways, most commonly via thermal dehydration or dehydroxylation reactions leading 127 

to structural transformation (e.g. ferrihydrite to hematite), or via dissolution-128 

reprecipitation reactions in solution (e.g. ferrihydrite to goethite) (Schwertmann and 129 

Murad, 1983; Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003). Aluminum doping is shown to favor the 130 

formation of hematite over goethite in the hydrothermal transformation of Al-ferrihydrite, 131 

as compared to undoped ferrihydrite, as well as influencing the morphology of the 132 

hematite particles produced (Schwertmann et al., 1979; Schwertmann and Cornell, 2000; 133 

Liu et al., 2010a), The suppression of the formation of goethite from Al-ferrihydrite is 134 

arguably due to the retarding influence of Al on mineral dissolution kinetics at the 135 

ferrihydrite surface, thus disfavoring the dissolution steps involved in the formation of 136 

goethite from ferrihydrite (Schwertmann et al., 2000; Jentzsch and Penn, 2006). Al 137 

doping is also shown to increase the thermal stability of goethite, inducing a systematic 138 

upward shift in the dehydroxylation temperature at which goethite transforms to hematite 139 

as a function of Al content, although this phenomenon is interrelated with excess OH 140 

defect content (Ruan et al., 2001).  141 

 142 

The impact of Al on phase transformation behavior can be imagined to work through 143 

several mechanisms. One possibility is that Al substitution influences relative 144 

thermodynamic stability between phases to a degree that the driving force for topotactic 145 
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phase transformation is appreciably altered.  Another possibility is that Al impedes 146 

surface reactions that lead to phase transformation (e.g., the dissolution of Fe3+ as a step 147 

in a dissolution-reprecipitation process).   148 

 149 

It is not clear to what degree Al dopants tend to cluster or disperse when co-precipitated 150 

within the Fe-oxyhydroxides, however some data is available.  In goethite, XRD results 151 

in combination with reflectance spectra suggest that Al dopants are distributed on the Fe 152 

lattice and not found in diaspore-like clusters (Scheinost et al., 1999). This result stands 153 

in contrast to that observed for Mn substitution in goethite, in which dopants cluster in 154 

Mn-rich, groutite-like local environments (Scheinost et al., 2001). Contrasting the results 155 

of Scheinost, a recent computational study (Bazilevskaya et al., 2011) showed that Al 156 

dopants in goethite are more stable when found in close proximity to other Al atoms, 157 

however the accompanying experimental results did not detect any diaspore-like regions 158 

in the Al-goethites examined.  159 

 160 

In addition to the possibility of forming dopant-rich clusters within the bulk, dopant 161 

clustering at the surface of particles is also hypothesized as a possible result of Al 162 

incorporation or co-precipitation.  Surface segregation of Al would lead to pronounced 163 

impacts on surface reactivity, as Al3+ atoms crowd out redox-active Fe3+ sites.  164 

Additionally, the effects of Al-dopants may be different in truly nanoparticulate Fe-165 

oxyhydroxides where surface physics are expected to dominate particle thermodynamics. 166 

For example, a recent computational study (Kubicki et al., 2012) examined the impacts of 167 

Al substitution in goethite and ferrihydrite nanoclusters and showed that an isolated Al 168 

substitution in a 24-Fe nano-goethite was energetically favorable compared to Al 169 

substitution in a 13-Fe nano-ferrihydrite, in contrast with empirical observations that 170 

show that the ferrihydrite to goethite transformation is impeded by the presence of Al 171 

dopants (Schwertmann et al., 2000).  This result suggests that Al behavior in nanoparticle 172 

Fe-oxyhydroxides may differ from that in bulk-like systems. 173 

 174 

To better understand the structural and thermodynamic impacts of Al substitution in Fe-175 

oxides and oxyhydroxides we here conduct an ab initio study of dilute aluminum doping 176 
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in the common minerals hematite, goethite, lepidocrocite, and ferrihydrite, whose 177 

structures are illustrated in Figure 1.  Strategically designed ab initio calculations allow 178 

targeted investigation of thermodynamic phenomena, in this case Al substitution, without 179 

the confounding influence of interrelated or concomitant phenomena that are often 180 

unavoidable when studying real material samples (e.g., particle size and surface 181 

phenomena, additional contaminants or defects, etc).  In Section 3.1 of this study, Al-182 

substitution enthalpies are compared among the four phases, and the impact of Al on the 183 

relative stability of the different phases is explored.  In Section 3.2, Al-Al near-neighbor 184 

pair interaction energies are calculated, which aids in the determination of whether Al 185 

dopants are likely to be distributed evenly on Fe sites throughout the bulk lattice, or 186 

rather clustered in Al-rich regions. 187 

 188 

Section 3.3 describes an investigation into the tendency of Al dopants to segregate to the 189 

surface or near-surface region of a model Fe-oxyhydroxide material.  The goethite (101) 190 

surface is chosen as the model system due to the predominance of this reactive crystal 191 

face in natural and synthetic goethites. In this model, Al dopants are placed at or near the 192 

surface of a periodic slab of goethite, and the energies of these configurations are 193 

compared to those of Al dopants within the bulk. Surface Al doping is considered in the 194 

context of both hydrated and anhydrous goethite surfaces. Al-Al interactions are also 195 

evaluated at the slab surface and compared to those from bulk calculations. 196 

2. Computational Methods 197 

2.1. Ab Initio Methods and Bulk Calculations 198 

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio 199 

Simulation Package (VASP) (Kresse and Furthmuller, 1996a, b), employing the 200 

projector-augmented wave (PAW) method (Blochl, 1994; Kresse and Joubert, 1999). The 201 

generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) was used, as parameterized by Perdew, Burke 202 

and Ernzerhof (PBE) (Perdew et al., 1996). A plane-wave cutoff energy of 650 eV was 203 

chosen for all bulk calculations, in keeping with the total energy convergence trends 204 

observed in (Pinney et al., 2009). A soft PAW pseudopotential (2s22p4 valence 205 
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configuration) was chosen for oxygen atoms, while a standard pseudopotential was 206 

chosen for hydrogen (1s1).  The Fe_pv pseudopotential was used for iron, which treats 3p 207 

electrons as part of the calculated valence shell (3p63d74s1 valence configuration).  208 

Aluminum was treated with a standard PAW pseudopotential (3s23p1 valence 209 

configuration). 210 

 211 

Kpoint meshes were chosen using the Monkhorst-Pack scheme (Monkhorst and Pack, 212 

1976) for the orthorhombic cells, and the Γ-centered scheme for hexagonal cells 213 

(calculation details are reported in Table 2).  For bulk simulations, reciprocal space 214 

kpoint densities were chosen such that kpoint sampling was roughly equivalent in all 215 

reciprocal-space dimensions, and such that total energy was converged within 1-2 216 

meV/atom with respect to an increase in kpoint density.  This corresponds to a kpoint 217 

density of approximately 4000 kpoints per reciprocal atom, or roughly 30 kpoints per Å-1 218 

along any one dimension, for the bulk Fe- and Al-oxide and oxyhydroxide structures. 219 

Identical kpoint meshes were employed for Al-substitution simulations and pure-Al and 220 

pure-Fe isostructural end members with equivalent supercell sizes. 221 

 222 

The GGA+U method was employed for Fe atoms (Anisimov et al., 1997; Rollmann et al., 223 

2004).  This method more accurately treats onsite Coulomb interactions for the localized 224 

3d electrons present for Fe.  The rotationally invariant approach to the GGA+U method 225 

introduced by Dudarev was used for all GGA+U applications. In this approach, the onsite 226 

Coulomb interaction is described by a single effective parameter, Ueff = U – J, which 227 

represents the difference between U, the spherically-averaged Hubbard parameter 228 

measuring the Coulomb interaction and J, the screened exchange energy between the 229 

localized electrons (Dudarev et al., 1998). Ueff was set at 3 eV (U = 4 eV, J = 1 eV) for 230 

the 3d electrons in Fe atoms for all calculations, and set to Ueff = 0 eV (the GGA limit) 231 

for all other electrons/atoms.  This Ueff value is chosen such that calculated 232 

thermodynamic stabilities of the Fe-oxide/oxyhydroxide materials most closely match 233 

measured experimental stabilities (Pinney et al., 2009). Ueff values between 3-4 eV have 234 

also been shown to be optimal for calculating Fe-oxide/oxyhydroxide lattice parameters, 235 
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magnetic properties, and redox energies (Rollmann et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004; 236 

Rollmann et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006).  237 

 238 

Spin-polarized GGA+U calculations were performed for hematite, goethite, and 239 

lepidocrocite and spins were initialized using experimentally determined 240 

antiferromagnetic groundstate spin orderings for these materials (Cornell and 241 

Schwertmann, 2003), with initial magnetic moments of ±5 µB per Fe. In the case of 242 

ferrihydrite, the groundstate magnetic ordering employed is ferrimagnetic, also with 243 

magnetic moments of ±5 µB per Fe (Pinney et al., 2009; Michel et al., 2010). Al-doped Fe 244 

oxide/oxyhydroxide structures were initialized with Fe-spins identical to the magnetic 245 

groundstate orderings except for the Al dopant atoms, which were assigned zero spin.  246 

While spins were permitted to relax during the simulations, no re-orderings or 247 

reconfigurations of magnetic moments of Fe atoms (e.g., spin flips or high-to-low spin 248 

transitions for Fe atoms) in Al-doped structures were observed during any of the 249 

calculations.  Spin-polarized calculations of structures containing only Al3+ cations were 250 

performed with zero spin values assigned to all atoms.  During optimization, Al atoms 251 

were observed to remain zero spin, consistent with expectations that these atoms are 252 

nonmagnetic. 253 

 254 

The structure and composition of the Fe-oxyhydroxide ferrihydrite is a subject on 255 

ongoing debate.  The ferrihydrite structural model evaluated in this work was described 256 

in 2007 by Michel et al. as a single-phase material isostructural with the Al-oxyhydroxide 257 

akdalaite (Al5O8H) (Michel et al., 2007).  This model is characterized by having three 258 

symmetry-distinct cation sites, labeled Fe1, Fe2, and Fe3 throughout this work (and 259 

equivalently Al1, Al2 and Al3 for akdalaite) (Figure 1d).  In undefected Michel-model 260 

ferrihydrite (nominally Fe5O8H), 60% of Fe atoms lie on Fe1 symmetry sites. These sites 261 

have octahedral oxygen coordination and form a planar hexagonal arrangement similar to 262 

that of hematite, maghemite, and magnetite that repeats in an ABAB pattern along the c-263 

axis.  The remaining 40% of Fe atoms are found between the layers of Fe1 sites and are 264 

split evenly between two other symmetry-distinct sites; 20% sit on the Fe2 site (also 265 

octahedral oxygen coordination, but at a different Wyckoff position) and 20% on the Fe3 266 
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site (tetrahedral oxygen coordination). In this study, the bulk-crystalline geometry, 267 

magnetic properties, and thermodynamic stability of the Michel-model ferrihydrite bulk-268 

crystalline structure and the (nonmagnetic) Al3+ analog akdalaite were evaluated using 269 

the ab initio approaches described in (Pinney et al., 2009). 270 

2.2. Surface Slab Calculations 271 

For the study of surface doping properties, periodic slabs of the goethite (101) surface 272 

[Pnma spacegroup setting (Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003)] were constructed using the 273 

GDIS freeware utility (Fleming and Rohl, 2005) from the DFT-relaxed goethite primitive 274 

unit cell (4×FeOOH). The primitive unit area of the goethite (101) surface is 3.05 × 11.07 275 

Å. In the interest of limiting spurious Al-Al interactions across periodic boundary 276 

conditions, the primitive unit slab was doubled in the [010] dimension (along the goethite 277 

double chains) to an area of 6.11 × 11.07 Å.  In this larger supercell, a single Al dopant 278 

placed in the slab cell has only Fe atoms in nearest-neighbor cation sites, whereas in the 279 

non-doubled cell, a single Al-dopant would have its own periodic image as a nearest-280 

neighbor cation along the [010] direction. Both top and bottom slab surfaces are 281 

characterized by Fe with full octahedral oxygen coordination (no dangling Fe-O bonds).  282 

The surface slab geometry used for all reported simulations has a thickness (z-dimension) 283 

of eight layers of Fe atoms, each consisting of two goethite ‘double chain’ units (32 Fe 284 

atoms total). For anhydrous slabs, the vacuum region in the slab cell was set to a 285 

thickness of approximately 12Å, and the total slab + vacuum thickness was 30 Å.  For 286 

hydrated slabs (details regarding hydration structures to follow), total slab + vacuum 287 

thickness was increased to 35 Å to accommodate the addition of water molecules on both 288 

top and bottom slab surfaces, while preserving vacuum separation of at least 10 Å. To 289 

ensure that this slab depth was sufficient to avoid image interactions across the vacuum 290 

layer, a test calculation was performed for a hydrated Al surface substitution slab 291 

supercell having a Z dimension of 50 Å, with a vacuum layer of over 25 Å.  The absolute 292 

total energy of the 50 Å slab differed by less than 5 meV from that of the 35 Å slab, 293 

indicating that image interactions along Z are negligible. Magnetic moments for Fe atoms 294 

in the slab cell were initialized according to the antiferromagnetic groundstate ordering of 295 

bulk goethite, while Al atoms were assigned zero spin. For all slab simulations, the 296 
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internal coordinates of all the atoms in the slab were optimized (relaxed), while the slab 297 

cell parameters, angles, and volume were held fixed. 298 

 299 

A reduced plane-wave cutoff energy of 350eV was used for surface slab calculations in 300 

the interest of increased computational speed.  The choice of a reduced cutoff energy 301 

saves computation time and has little impact on the relative defect energetics of the Al-302 

doped systems.  Table 1 compares doping energetics in bulk goethite at 350 and 650 eV 303 

and shows a change in the key thermodynamic quantity, the dilute of heat of formation, 304 

of just 3 meV/Al, or about 1% of the calculated value, when the lower cutoff value is 305 

used in place of the higher one. 306 

 307 

A 5×3×1 Monkhorst-Pack-style kpoint mesh was chosen for the doubled goethite (101) 308 

surface slab geometry, which results in roughly equivalent kpoint sampling for the in-309 

plane (xy) dimensions as was used in bulk calculations. One kpoint was used in the z-310 

dimension (30 or 35 Å in length in real space), which yields k-point density in the z-311 

dimension equivalent to the density that was sufficient to converge the bulk calculations 312 

(~30 k-points per Å-1). 313 

 314 

Surface protonation was arranged according to the MUSIC model for the goethite (101) 315 

surface (Hiemstra et al., 1996; Venema et al., 1998; Ponthieu et al., 2002), corresponding 316 

to a neutrally charged slab and neutral surface (i.e. the point of zero charge). The end 317 

result is a primitive slab geometry that is stoichiometrically-equivalent to 32×FeOOH + 318 

4H2O, where two dissociated water molecules have been used to provide additional H 319 

and OH groups (in equal number) to the mathematically-cleaved FeOOH (101) surface to 320 

fulfill protonation and Fe octahedral coordination demands.  An additional set of 321 

hydrated slab geometries were created, in which an additional 20 water molecules (10 per 322 

side) were added.  On each side of the slab, six water molecules were initially placed 323 

manually in positions above FeOOH six surface OH groups forming hydrogen bonds 324 

approximately 1.6 Å in length. An additional four water molecules per side were added in 325 

bridging positions that connected the already-added waters with additional hydrogen 326 

bonds. This initial hydration structure was optimized in a static relaxation within VASP 327 
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and the resulting relaxed geometry was used to initialize the simulations of Al 328 

substitution at the surface. In any case, the addition of physisorbed surface waters had 329 

minor influence on the energetics of Al-doping at the mineral surface, which appear to be 330 

largely independent of surface hydration (Section 3.3).  331 

2.3 Thermodynamic Analysis Methods 332 

We calculate the thermodynamics of dilute aluminum dopants on the Fe-oxyhydroxide 333 

cation lattice following the ab initio thermodynamic approach of (Wolverton and Ozolins, 334 

2006). We consider the following substitutional defect formation reaction, in which X 335 

fraction of Fe atoms on an undefected Fe-oxide/oxyhydroxide host structure, Fe(OH)host, 336 

are removed and substituted with Al atoms (Equation 1):  337 

€ 

Fe OH( )host - XµFe + XµAl →  Fe(1−X)AlX OH( )host   (1) 

 338 

The generalized (OH)host notation refers to the arrangements of oxygen atoms and 339 

hydroxyl groups in the Al-substituted Fe compound, which vary in composition and 340 

structure between materials. 341 

 342 

We define the formation enthalpy of Al substitution 

€ 

Hformation
Al. subst.  (per cation site) on the Fe-343 

oxyhydroxide host lattice in Equation 2:  344 

€ 

ΔHAl subst.
formation = EDFT Fe(1−X)AlX ⋅ (OH)host[ ] −EDFT Fe(OH)host[ ] + XµFe −XµAl  (2) 

 345 

 is the calculated total energy of the Fe-oxide or oxyhydroxide 346 

host structure containing a single Al atom, after relaxation. Equation 2 will be evaluated 347 

using two different sets of thermodynamic reference states for µFe and µAl, with each 348 

analysis giving different insight on Al-substitution thermodynamics in Fe-oxyhydroxides 349 

(Analyses I and II below). 350 

2.3.1 Analysis I 351 

The first method of analysis uses isostructural Fe- and Al-oxide or oxyhydroxide 352 

compounds as cation thermodynamic reference states, µFe and µAl.  The isostructures 353 

goethite, α-FeOOH, and diaspore, α-AlOOH, are an example choice of isostructural 354 

€ 

EDFT Fe(1−X)AlX ⋅ (OH)host( )
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reference states for µFe and µAl, respectively (Equations 3 and 4).  In this example the 355 

chemical potentials would be: 356 

€ 

µFe = EDFT α −FeOOH[ ]   (3) 

€ 

µAl = EDFT α −AlOOH[ ]   (4) 

 357 

Note that in this analysis both reference states will have the same (OH)host structure as the 358 

Al-substituted material being evaluated.  With this set of reference states, Equation 1 359 

represents the energetic cost of mixing Fe and Al on a coherent atomic lattice, relative to 360 

isostructural, pure Fe- and Al-oxyhydroxide end members. The isostructural Fe/Al pairs 361 

considered in this study are hematite/corundum (α-Me2O3), goethite/diaspore (α-362 

MeOOH), lepidocrocite/boehmite (γ-MeOOH), and ferrihydrite/akdalaite (Me5O8H), 363 

with “Me” representing either an Fe3+or Al3+ metal cation respectively. The Al-doped 364 

formulations of these host materials will be referred to as “Al-host” throughout this work 365 

(e.g., Al-goethite). 366 

 367 

Equation 5 defines the dilute impurity energy of Al substitution in the isostructural 368 

reference case, 

€ 

HAl imp.
iso. ref., which is the energetic cost of substituting a single Al atom on the 369 

Fe cation lattice, measured per Al atom.  370 

€ 

HAl imp.
iso. ref.(per Al atom) =  lim

X→0

1
X

ΔHAl subst.
formation( )

iso. ref.$ 

% & 
' 

( ) 
 (5) 

 371 

€ 

HAl imp.
iso. ref. can be illustrated graphically as the slope of the Fe/Al mixing enthalpy (expressed 372 

per cation site) at the limit of dilute Al (X=0).  This quantity measures the mixing 373 

tendency for isostructural Fe- and Al-oxyhydroxides in a manner independent of 374 

supercell defect concentration so that values from calculations with different Al 375 

concentrations can be compared directly.  These comparisons are possible provided all 376 

simulated Al-doping configurations used to calculate 

€ 

HAl imp.
iso. ref. are sufficiently dilute to 377 

remove any significant Al dopant interactions. Positive values for 

€ 

HAl imp.
iso. ref. indicate a 378 

phase-separation tendency (at least for dilute concentrations). This tendency is the 379 

expected behavior for the Fe-oxyhydroxide materials, which are not generally observed 380 
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to form high concentration solid solutions when synthesized with Al. Thus, at equilibrium 381 

these minerals are thermodynamically stable as separate regions of pure-Fe and pure-Al 382 

oxyhydroxides.  383 

2.3.2 Analysis II 384 

In order to evaluate the impact of Al on the relative phase stability of different Al-doped 385 

Fe-oxyhydroxide compounds we again apply Equation 2, but this time using constant, 386 

common reference states for µFe and µAl for the Fe atoms removed from, and the Al atoms 387 

added to, the defect dopant site, respectively, across all of the host structures. In this 388 

manner, when evaluating the relative formation enthalpy of Al substitution between host 389 

structures, the common reference states for the defect-site Fe and Al atoms cancel, 390 

making the result independent of the reference state chosen.  Only the defect cation site is 391 

treated with the common reference state – the host structure surrounding the defect, 392 

Fe(OH)host, is accounted for using the DFT energy of the undefected host structure. 393 

Equation 6 shows the formulation of the formation enthalpy of Al substitution in an 394 

arbitrary host material relative to Al substitution in hematite.   395 

€ 

ΔΔHAl subst.
common ref.( )rel. hematite

= EDFT Fe(1−x)Alx OH( )host[ ] −EDFT Fe OH( )host[ ] + xµFe − xµAl( )
                                 - EDFT Fe(1−x)Alx OH( )hematite[ ] −EDFT Fe OH( )hematite[ ] + xµFe − xµAl( )      

= EDFT Fe(1−x)Alx OH( )host[ ] −EDFT Fe OH( )host[ ]( ) − EDFT Fe(1−x)Alx OH( )hematite[ ] −EDFT Fe OH( )hematite[ ]( )

 (6) 

 396 

Again, we normalize defect energies per Al solute atom, in the limit of dilute Al (397 

), to define the relative dilute enthalpy of mixing, 

€ 

Hrel. mix
common ref., for Al-doped Fe-398 

oxyhydroxides, here expressed relative to equivalently-doped Al-hematite (Equation 7): 399 

 400 

€ 

Hrel. mix
common ref. =  lim

X→0

1
X

ΔΔHAl subst.
common ref.( )rel. hematite

$ 

% & 
' 

( ) 
 

(7) 

 401 

€ 

Hrel. mix
common ref. represents the relative (de)stabilization effect of Al doping for the Fe-402 

oxyhydroxide family.  We choose to use hematite as a baseline, in effect setting 403 

€ 

Hrel. mix
common ref.( )hematite

≡ 0.0 eV/Al.  Values for 

€ 

Hrel. mix
common ref. for the Fe-oxyhydroxide host 404 

structures relative to the hematite reference are given in Table 2, final column. 405 

€ 

XAl → 0
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 406 

The evaluation of 

€ 

Hrel. mix
common ref. (Equation 7) can also be considered to be an approximate 407 

evaluation of the relative Gibbs free energy of mixing, 

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref., once one considers the 408 

large amount of expected cancellation between the relevant terms necessary to construct 409 

the free energies of the defected and undefected materials.  The true  is the 410 

difference in Gibbs free energy change per Al dopant atom between hematite and another 411 

Fe-oxyhydroxide host lattice.  The vibrational and electronic excitations of Al 412 

substitutional defects on the various lattices are relatively small contributions at near 413 

room temperature and furthermore should behave similarly between any two phases 414 

being compared. These contributions can therefore be assumed to largely cancel from 415 

.  Additionally, because  is an evaluation of the relative Al 416 

substitution energy between phases having equivalent Al concentrations, we can also 417 

generally assume that the configurational entropy contributions to the free energy cancel 418 

in the calculation of .  The exception to this rule is when considering 419 

ferrihydrite and Al-ferrihydrite, which contain 3 distinct cation sites in varying 420 

concentrations.  For this material the configurational entropy terms in the calculation of 421 

 will not cancel in the same way as for the materials having only one Fe 422 

symmetry site, because the Al dopant is relegated to the limited configurational space of 423 

only a subset of total cation sites. Assuming all Al dopants in ferrihydrite lie on the 424 

energetically-favored Fe1 doping sites (comprising 60% of Fe sites in ferrihydrite), the 425 

Gibbs free energy of reaction from Al-hematite + water (Figure 3) for Al-ferrihydrite as a 426 

function of Al content (X) would be written as: 427 

 428 

€ 

ΔGrxn
fhyd X( ) = X ⋅ Hrel. mix

common ref.( )fhyd
−RT 0.6 X

0.6 ⋅ ln X
0.6 + 1− X

0.6( ) ⋅ ln 1− X
0.6( )( )fhyd

− X ⋅ ln x + 1−X( ) ⋅ ln 1−X( )( )hem[ ]   (8) 

 429 

The temperature*entropy contribution to the relative free energy in Equation 8 has a 430 

value of +0.29 kJ/mol (~0.003 eV) at 20% Al doping content (X=0.2) at 298.15K.  Thus, 431 

the inclusion of this relative configurational entropy associated with the ferrihydrite host 432 

structure has a relatively small impact on the conclusions drawn about the relative 433 

stability of Al-ferrihydrite.  Furthermore, it is arguable that cation motion is insignificant 434 

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref.

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref.

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref.

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref.

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref.
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under most relevant environmental conditions, which would mean that configurational 435 

entropy terms associated with Fe and Al disorder would not enter into 

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref. at all.  436 

Nonetheless, we will include the configurational entropy term from Equation 8 in the 437 

calculation of 

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref. for Al-ferrihydrite. 438 

 439 

Under the preceding assumptions, we take 

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref. as equal to 

€ 

Hrel. mix
common ref. for all phases 440 

except (Al-)ferrihydrite, where 

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref. is modified by Equation 8.  We use these values 441 

of 

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref. to predict the changes in Gibbs free energies of the Fe-oxyhydroxide phases 442 

relative to hematite as a function of Al content, as shown in Figure 3 where 

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref. 443 

determines the initial slope of the relative stability line for each material. 444 

3. Results 445 

3.1 Thermodynamics of Dilute Aluminum Substitution 446 

Fully periodic simulation cells were constructed with single Al3+ dopants on cation sites 447 

previously occupied by Fe3+.  As the limiting case of a truly ‘dilute’ Al solution (X<<1 in 448 

Equation 1 above) are a practical impossibility for DFT calculations limited to cell sizes 449 

on the order of hundreds of atoms, reasonably large simulation supercells were 450 

constructed with single-atom Al substitutions, and the ‘dilute’ solution thermodynamics 451 

were calculated from these approximately-dilute simulations.  Supercells were typically 452 

4-8 primitive unit cells, yielding Al concentrations well below 10%, with insignificant 453 

Al-Al interactions. The simulation cell stoichiometries and %Al concentrations for each 454 

calculation are given in Table 2. 455 

 456 

Referring to the energies reported in Table 2, the hematite (α-Fe2O3) host structure shows 457 

the highest dilute impurity energy for an Al dopant. Goethite, lepidocrocite, and the 458 

ferrihydrite Fe1 site have successively smaller dilute impurity energies (Figure 2). The 459 

dilute impurity energy for goethite (0.227 eV/Al) agrees reasonably well with a recent 460 

published DFT result (Bazilevskaya et al., 2011) for a pair of separated Al3+ placed in a 461 

goethite supercell consisting of 24 FeOOH formula units. Using the total energies 462 

reported by Bazilevskaya, one computes the dilute impurity energy to be 0.269 eV/Al, 463 
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neglecting the influence of Al-Al interactions. In ferrihydrite, Al-substitution energies are 464 

shown to be highly dependent on the particular Fe site chosen for substitution.  The 465 

symmetry site dependence of the formation energy of the Al substitution defect in 466 

ferrihydrite has also observed for another defect type, the excess hydroxyl defect, found 467 

at vacant cation sites (Pinney and Morgan, 2013). While the octahedral Fe1 site in 468 

ferrihydrite has the lowest Al-substitution energy of all calculated structures, the 469 

tetrahedral Fe2 and octahedral Fe3 sites have Al-substitution energies higher than that of 470 

hematite.  The favorability of Al substitution on the octahedral Fe1 site is in agreement 471 

with experimental XANES data suggesting that Al dopants in ferrihydrite are 472 

predominantly octahedrally coordinated (Cismasu et al., 2012). 473 

 474 

Figure 3 plots the calculated relative stabilities of Al-goethite, Al-lepidocrocite, and Al-475 

ferrihydrite (Fe1 site only), expressed as the Gibbs free energy of reaction (

€ 

ΔGrxn ) from 476 

equivalently-doped Al-hematite + water. Pure-Fe oxyhydroxide relative stabilities set the 477 

y-intercepts (

€ 

ΔGrxn  at 0% Al content) shown as the leftmost data points for each material.  478 

For goethite and lepidocrocite, the values of 

€ 

ΔGrxn  for the undefected material are 479 

obtained from experimental thermodynamic references (Majzlan et al., 2003a; Majzlan et 480 

al., 2003b; Navrotsky et al., 2008). The 0% Al relative stability of bulk ferrihydrite is 481 

taken from ab initio results described in (Pinney et al., 2009). The slope of the dashed 482 

line linking the data points for each host material is set by the  value calculated 483 

using the most dilute Al substitution calculation for that material, and thus passes directly 484 

through the first data point at nonzero %Al concentration for each material.  This slope is 485 

extrapolated to higher Al concentration without regard for Al-Al interactions. Each 486 

additional data point represents a supercell calculation with a higher Al concentration.  487 

These data necessarily include the influence of any Al-Al interactions that occur within 488 

supercells or across periodic boundary conditions. Data points marked with an asterisk 489 

indicate a calculation where two Al dopants were placed on neighboring cation sites 490 

within the supercell (Section 3.2), whereas all other calculations at nonzero %Al 491 

concentration involve a single Al placed in the supercell, which is thus separated from 492 

other (image) Al at distances equivalent to the periodic dimensions of the supercell.  The 493 

good agreement between the low-concentration extrapolation and the higher 494 

€ 

Grel. mix
common ref.
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concentration data shows the Al-Al interactions play only a minor role on the overall 495 

stability of the phases for the concentrations considered.  These interactions will be 496 

discussed further in Sec. 3.2. 497 

 498 

Considering Figure 3, all three Al-doped oxyhydroxide host materials (goethite, 499 

lepidocrocite, ferrihydrite) show a stabilization trend relative to equivalently-doped Al-500 

hematite, with the largest relative stabilization effect observed for lepidocrocite. The 501 

magnitude of the effect that Al-doping has on Fe-oxyhydroxide relative stability is 502 

considerable even for small concentrations of Al. Al-goethite is stabilized relative to Al-503 

hematite at almost any appreciable Al content. The metastable structures lepidocrocite  504 

and ferrihydrite are stabilized relative to Al-hematite at approximately 17% and 20% Al 505 

content, respectively. The stabilization of Al-ferrihydrite relative to Al-goethite is not 506 

predicted for any amount of dilute Al doping. 507 

3.2. Al-Al pairwise interactions in bulk Fe-oxide/oxyhydroxides 508 

Using the dilute Al-substitution energies from the previous section as a point of 509 

reference, calculations were performed to explicitly test the interaction tendencies of 510 

pairs of Al dopants placed in close proximity on the cation lattice of the same Fe-511 

oxide/oxyhydroxide materials. In each host structure, two Al atoms were substituted into 512 

a variety of neighboring cation sites and the structures fully relaxed.  The defect 513 

formation energy of this relaxed configuration is compared to that of two Al dopants 514 

found in isolation by referring back to the dilute doping energies reported in Section 3.1.  515 

The change in energy is referred to here as the interaction energy and is positive for cases 516 

where the Al repel each other.  In the case of ferrihydrite, which has site-specific Al-517 

substitution energies for each of its three Fe symmetry sites, the interaction energies are 518 

calculated relative to the dilute-Al substitution energies of the specific sites substituted in 519 

the pair-defect calculation. As with the single-Al substitution calculations, magnetic 520 

configurations of the Fe atoms surrounding the Al substitution atoms were initialized in 521 

their bulk antiferromagnetic spin orderings, or ferrimagnetic ordering in ferrihydrite.  In 522 

this work we will assign the interaction energy to the nearest-neighbor Al-Al pair and 523 

consider it a pair interaction associated with that Al-Al pair.  However, due to the 524 

periodic nature of the ab initio methods chosen, for the calculations of cells with two 525 
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neighboring Al that are used to determine the Al-Al interactions, many Al-Al pair 526 

interactions at longer Al-Al distances are introduced in addition to those found in the 527 

dilute single-Al dopant cells.  These additional pairs (and potentially three-site and higher 528 

order cluster effects) will also contribute to the calculated interaction of the Al.  We make 529 

the assumption that these additional contributions are small and that the Al-Al 530 

interactions are dominated by the nearest-neighbors.  This approximation becomes 531 

increasingly accurate for larger supercell sizes, as the excluded contributions come from 532 

far-separated Al atoms and are therefore likely weak. The first- and second-nearest Al 533 

pair distances for each interaction supercell calculation are reported in Table 3 alongside 534 

the calculated interaction energies, which we approximate by attributing them to only to 535 

the shortest pairs within a given surface configuration.  The multiplicities of the Al pair 536 

distances are shown in brackets where these interactions take place more than once per 537 

supercell due to image interactions across periodic boundary conditions. 1NN 538 

configurations marked with an asterisk in Table 3 indicate that the energies from these 539 

calculations are included as data points on Figure 3. 540 

 541 

Figure 4 shows the calculated Al-Al pair interaction energies (filled columns), as 542 

compared to the dilute impurity energies for Al substitution in hematite, goethite, 543 

lepidocrocite, and ferrihydrite (open columns).  These data are also reported in Table 3. 544 

The calculated interaction energies are small in comparison to the Al substitution 545 

energies, especially for hematite and goethite.  The minor importance of Al interactions is 546 

also visible in Figure 3, where the free energies of supercell configurations specifically 547 

aimed to explore Al-Al interactions (marked with asterisks) deviate only slightly from the 548 

free energy trend set from the low-concentration calculations with minimal Al-Al 549 

interaction.  Examining the interaction data apart from the larger free energy picture, we 550 

note that Al-Al interaction energies in hematite are negative, indicating a slight tendency 551 

toward Al-dopant clustering. Al-Al interactions in goethite, lepidocrocite and ferrihydrite 552 

yield mixed results, with some positive and some negative interaction energies, and thus 553 

no clear trend toward Al-clustering nor mixing behavior. In ferrihydrite, the dilute 554 

impurity energy shown in Figure 4 (open column) corresponds to an Al substitution at the 555 

Fe1 cation site only, and all reported interactions involve at least one Al placed on this 556 
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site.  The interaction energies for Al-Al pairings with dopants placed on other sites (Fe2, 557 

Fe3) are given relative to the site-specific dilute impurity energies of those sites. 558 

3.3. Stability of surface-segregated Al-dopants in goethite (101) 559 

Simulations of Al-dopants placed on or near the Fe-oxyhydroxide surface demonstrate 560 

that Al substitutions immediately at the particle surface have a lower energetic cost than 561 

Al-doping within the bulk.  Al-substitutions placed in the near surface region, even as 562 

shallow as the second layer of Fe sites, have energies very similar to bulk substitutions 563 

(i.e. far from the mineral surface).   564 

 565 

Here we focus on the well-studied goethite (101) surface, as the structure and properties 566 

of this crystal face are better established than those of the other materials, especially 567 

ferrihydrite. While the following analysis therefore applies strictly to only the goethite 568 

(101) surface, the trends observed are expected to be general characteristics of the Fe-569 

oxyhydroxide materials having topologically similar Fe-O bonding arrangements, Fe-O-570 

Fe corner and edge-sharing arrangements, and similar surface charge/protonation 571 

properties to goethite (101).  In particular, the calculations may provide guidance for the 572 

ferrihydrite mineral surface as there is similarity between goethite (101) and ferrihydrite 573 

nanoparticle samples in terms of sorption site type/density and charge behavior (Hiemstra 574 

and Van Riemsdijk, 2009).  Direct computational study of ferrihydrite mineral surfaces is 575 

impractical due to the lack of crystallographic data characterizing the dominant surfaces 576 

as well as uncertainty regarding the fundamental crystal structure upon which a surface 577 

model would be based. 578 

 579 

Al-substitution energies for Al placed at the (101) surface are compared to the 580 

substitution energy at an Fe site internal to the slab (labeled ‘int’) using the common 581 

reference state approach (Section 2.3.2, Analysis II).  Cancellation of the common 582 

reference states in the pursuit of the relative energetics between a bulk-like, embedded 583 

dopant versus a surface dopant yields Equation 9, which describes the surface segregation 584 

tendency as the Al-substitution energy at the goethite (101) slab surface relative to Al-585 

substitution embedded within the bulk. 586 

 587 
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€ 

Erel. int.
surf. sub = EDFT

slab Fe31Al1
surface OOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ] −EDFT

slab Fe32 OOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ]( )
− EDFT

slab Fe31Al1
int OOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ] −EDFT

slab Fe32 OOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ]( ) =

EDFT
slab Fe31Al1

surface OOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ] −EDFT
slab Fe31Al1

int OOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ]( )  
(9) 

 588 

Table 4 lists the total energies for Al dopants at the surface and at the embedded ‘int’ site, 589 

for both hydrated and anhydrous slab geometries.  Relative substitutions energies, as 590 

calculated by Equation 9, are shown in the fourth and fifth columns. 591 

 592 

The surface segregation tendency expressed by Equation 9 could alternatively be written 593 

relative to Al substitution within a more bulk-like environment, e.g., the bulk supercell Al 594 

substitution simulations (Section 3.1). The comparison between slab energies alone was 595 

chosen to minimize uncertainty associated with comparisons between cells of different 596 

size, shape, and Al concentration. By comparing cells and configurations of Al that are 597 

identical except for having moved the Al from inside the slab to the surface, we expect 598 

cancellation of many possible sources of error, including defect image interactions, 2-D 599 

versus 3-D relaxation effects due to the constrained nature of the slab cell parameters, 600 

any remnant slab-vacuum effects, and any kpoint sampling mismatch between cells of 601 

different sizes. Furthermore, if Eq. 9 is rewritten to compare the energies of surface 602 

dopants to dopants within a bulk goethite supercell, the overall conclusions about surface 603 

segregation are not appreciably altered, since the embedded Al dopant (‘int’) has a 604 

substitution energy very close to that of bulk substitution (Table 4, final two columns) for 605 

both anhydrous and hydrated slabs. 606 

 607 

Figure 5 shows the magnitude of the stabilization effect of placing an Al-dopant at each 608 

of the four distinct cation sites present at the (101) surface of goethite (the sites are 609 

illustrated in Figure 6).  Calculation data are shown for both anhydrous (dark columns) 610 

and hydrated surfaces (light columns).  Cation sites 1 and 3 share coordinating oxygen 611 

atoms with only the Fe sites located below them. The oxygen atoms that complete the 612 

tops of the octahedral environments of sites 1 and 3 form dangling surface OH groups, 613 

instead of bridging to another neighboring cation, as in the bulk.  Due to this topological 614 
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change to their immediate bonding environment, octahedral sites 1 and 3 can be 615 

considered to be “true surface sites”.  This designation cannot be extended to sites 2 and 616 

4, which have neighboring octahedral edge- and corner-sharing arrangements unchanged 617 

from that of the bulk structure.  Al doping on the “true surface sites” (1 and 3) is favored 618 

by nearly 0.2 eV/Al for an anhydrous surface, and by 0.10-0.15 eV/Al for a hydrated 619 

surface. Sub-surface sites (2 and 4) show small positive relative doping energies, 620 

indicating that these sites are slightly less favorable than bulk substitution, but the effect 621 

is much less pronounced than that favoring surface segregation in sites 1 and 3.  Thus, an 622 

Al surface segregation tendency exists, but is found only at the very topmost cation layer 623 

of the surface in sites with clearly changed local topology from the bulk.  The 624 

thermodynamic driving force for surface segregation essentially disappears for other 625 

sites, even just 1-2 cation layers into the bulk of the material. 626 

 627 

Additional slab calculations, here using only an anhydrous surface for computational 628 

efficiency, were performed with clusters of paired Al dopants added at the mineral 629 

surface. The interaction energy between neighboring Al dopants at the mineral surface is 630 

calculated by comparing the two-dopant system with the individual Al dopant site 631 

energies via Equation 10, describing the interaction energy between two surface Al 632 

dopants on arbitrary sites A and B.  The resulting energies are shown in Table 5.  633 

Equation 10 references the energy of an undoped, pure-Fe slab of identical size/shape as 634 

the Al-substituted slabs.  This additional reference state is necessary because the paired-635 

Al interaction slabs have differing concentration of Al as compared to the single-636 

substitution slabs, and thus a direct configurational energy comparison between slabs of 637 

identical atomic composition (like that performed in Eq. 9) is not possible. 638 

 639 

€ 

EA,B
interaction = EDFT

slab Fe30Al1
AAl1

B OOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ] −EDFT
slab FeOOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ]( )

− EDFT
slab Fe31Al1

A OOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ] −EDFT
slab FeOOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ]( )

− EDFT
slab Fe31Al1

B OOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ] −EDFT
slab FeOOH( )32 ⋅ xH2O[ ]( )  

(10) 

 640 
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Due to the limited size of the surface slab area (~6×11 Å), for some pair configurations, 641 

Al-Al interactions occur twice within the simulation cell - once within the slab geometry, 642 

and once again through the cell boundaries due to periodic boundary conditions. Where 643 

these doubled interactions occur, the Al-Al interaction energy calculated from Equation 644 

10 is halved (since the calculated energy includes two identical interactions). This 645 

doubled interaction occurs for ‘like-site’ Al-Al pairings (e.g. ‘1,1’, ‘2,2) because within 646 

the periodic boundary condition framework these pairs constitute line-defects of Al along 647 

the [010] direction (the 6.11 Å dimension in the simulation slab).  The number of 648 

equivalent Al-Al pairs in each interaction calculation are given in Table 5.   649 

 650 

As in the bulk case, the effects of bringing Al close together are assigned to a pair 651 

interaction associated with only the closest symmetry-equivalent Al pairs in the specific 652 

cell.  This approximation was expected to be reasonable for the bulk calculations due to 653 

the fairly large supercells used.  However, the slab geometry used for the surfaces is more 654 

computationally demanding in terms of total number of atoms, and as a consequence 655 

somewhat smaller periodic lattice vectors in the plane of the surface are used for the slabs 656 

than were used in the bulk. For the surface slabs, the second closest Al pairs after the 657 

nearest-neighbor interactions reported often have Al-Al distances around 5-6 Å (Table 5), 658 

and interactions at these ranges may make significant contributions.  Therefore, the 659 

surface nearest-neighbor interaction parameters should be taken as very qualitative, and a 660 

more complete cluster expansion type approach (De Fontaine, 1994) would be needed for 661 

more quantitative pair interaction determination. This issue is particularly important for 662 

the Al pairs on cation sites 1,3 and 2,4, which do not share coordinating oxygen atoms 663 

and are separated at larger distances. These interactions are between sites that are not in 664 

neighboring Fe octahedral that share oxygen atoms and we will therefore call these pairs 665 

“non-neighboring” sites or pairs. For these non-neighbor sites, second-nearest Al 666 

distances are comparable to the nearest-pair separations, and there is no obvious 667 

justification to assign a single interaction energy to any one of the pair types present for 668 

these supercells. For consistency with the other calculations we still choose to assign the 669 

reported interaction energies to the nearest-distance pairings, but these interaction 670 
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energies should be considered only as a qualitative guide to the scale of the interactions 671 

strengths, not as a true pair interactions for these particular pairs.   672 

 673 

Figure 7 shows graphically the interaction energies of paired Al-dopants (listed by the 674 

nearest Al-Al distances) at the goethite (101) surface (filled columns), grouped alongside 675 

the symmetry-equivalent interactions calculated within bulk goethite (open columns).  676 

All the data needed to construct Figure 7 can be found in Table 5.  In particular, Table 5 677 

has the total energies of the slabs used to calculate Al interactions, the pair interaction 678 

energies and Al-Al distances associated with each interaction type, and the second-679 

nearest Al-Al distances to illustrate the possible influence of more-distant Al-Al pairs.  680 

 681 

All ‘like-site’ 1NN Al-Al pairs show positive interaction energies between +60 and +70 682 

meV, indicating weak repulsion between the Al dopants placed in first-nearest-neighbor 683 

(1NN) cation positions.  The 1NN interaction for Al dopants in bulk goethite (Section 684 

3.2) shows a weaker but qualitatively similar interaction energy of +30 meV at an Al-Al 685 

distance of 2.99 Å.  The 1NN interactions calculated at the surface sites all occur at a 686 

distance of 3.06 Å, which is an effect of the fixed lattice parameters of the slab supercell. 687 

These 1NN interactions span across the periodic boundaries of the supercell in both 688 

directions and thus cannot relax to form closer Al-Al pairing distances, as was observed 689 

for the bulk Al-Al pairs.  This symmetry constraint on the plane of surface interactions 690 

may help explain the slightly more-positive energies of the Al-Al interactions calculated 691 

at the surface as compared with bulk interactions. Larger (and more computationally-692 

intensive) supercell calculations could resolve whether this supercell symmetry artifact 693 

could account for the small energy differences between surface and bulk Al interactions, 694 

but the differences are expected to be minor enough to not substantially affect overall 695 

conclusions about surface doping.   696 

 697 

Other interaction pairs occur at larger Al-Al distances and topologically correspond to the 698 

2NN and 3NN interaction types reported for the bulk.  The 2NN and 3NN Al-Al pairings 699 

also have interaction energies similar to, but more positive (repulsive) than their 700 

counterpart bulk interactions (Figure 7), with the 2NN dopant configurations having 701 
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weakly repulsive interactions (~+25 meV)  and the 3NN interactions having weakly 702 

attractive couplings (-10-15 meV). The non-neighbor site interaction pairs ‘1,3’ and ‘2,4’ 703 

do not topologically correspond to any calculated bulk interactions. The interaction 704 

energies between these non-neighboring sites are comparable to those associated with 705 

nearest-neighbor cation sites, suggesting that Al-Al interactions may remain significant 706 

over longer distances (>5Å), perhaps mediated by local strain interaction effects.  707 

However, as noted above, these non-neighboring site interactions can only be taken as 708 

very qualitative due to the presence of multiple types of neighbors at similar distances in 709 

the cells studied. 710 
  711 
To provide some measure of surface Al-substitution behavior beyond the limit of dilute 712 

Al, a final simulation was performed in which all surface Fe-sites were substituted with 713 

Al (sites 1-4).  This arrangement constitutes a complete monolayer of Al coverage on the 714 

goethite surface, in which all Al-Al surface interactions take place simultaneously (eight 715 

Al substitutions per slab supercell).  This simulation was performed on both anhydrous 716 

and hydrated surfaces and gives some insight into the high Al-coverage case. The per-Al 717 

relative doping energy of the full-coverage case shows little energetic difference from 718 

bulk Al substitution for either anhydrous or hydrated surfaces (Table 4), suggesting that 719 

any surface segregation tendency at low Al concentrations should diminish as the surface 720 

is ‘plated’ with Al. This arrangement also evinces non-negligible Al-Al interaction at the 721 

surface, supporting the non-uniform interaction data shown in Figure 5, because a simple 722 

superposition of the relative dilute doping energies for sites 1-4, without considering Al-723 

Al interaction energies, would yield an aggregate energetic result that favors surface 724 

segregation. Summing the doping energies of sites 1-4 in isolation (relative to the bulk 725 

dopant) and normalizing per Al yields roughly -72 meV/Al and -38 meV/Al, where the 726 

case of full Al coverage has a relative doping energy of +1 meV/Al and -15 meV/Al for 727 

the anhydrous and hydrated surface cases, respectively, indicating overall repulsive Al-Al 728 

interactions for the full coverage case. 729 
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4. Discussion 730 

Here we consider what the calculated Al doping and interaction energies might imply for 731 

the overall thermodynamic and kinetic stability of Fe-oxyhydroxide and oxide materials.  732 

Arguably the most significant conclusions that can be drawn from the simulation data 733 

relate to the shift in relative stabilities between the metastable phase ferrihydrite and the 734 

stable bulk phases, goethite and hematite.  In the formation process of these minerals, 735 

ferrihydrite often precipitates first as a precursor phase that later transforms to goethite or 736 

hematite.  If we assume that the fraction of incorporated Al content stays nearly fixed 737 

during any phase transformation (i.e., Al3+ cations are not expelled during structural 738 

transformation), then the presence of Al dopants will reduce the driving force for 739 

transformation of ferrihydrite to the more-stable alloyed hematite phase. Under the 740 

condition that Al dopant atoms are not expelled, Al-ferrihydrite is predicted to be 741 

thermodynamically stable relative to Al-hematite for Al concentrations above about 20% 742 

Al.  743 

 744 

Although it is interesting to consider the affect of Al-doping under the constraint of fixed 745 

alloy composition, it is likely that during phase transformations some or all of the Al will 746 

be expelled from an Fe-rich region to form a separate, stable Al-oxyhydroxide, as this is 747 

the most stable final product state.  This phenomenon is especially probable in the case of 748 

dissolution/reprecipitation assisted phase transformations, where cations are freed from 749 

their local environments within the solid by dissolution.  In contrast, thermally-driven 750 

solid-state/topotactic transformations involving only internal displacements of atoms 751 

(perhaps also including expulsion of H, OH or H2O as well) should be expected to better 752 

retain dilute Al dopants during and after the transformation process. If cation segregation 753 

results from the phase transformation process, then Al content will destabilize Al-754 

ferrihydrite relative to the final products, which will be phase-separated regions of more 755 

stable Fe and Al oxides or oxyhydroxides.  756 

 757 

Experimentally it has been observed that lightly-doped Al-ferrihydrites synthesized by 758 

the co-precipitation of mixed Fe3+/Al3+ solutions (pH=9) up to 12% Al undergo solid-759 

state transformation to hematite at higher temperatures (increasing with increasing Al 760 
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content) than for undoped ferrihydrite synthesized in the same manner (Liu et al., 2010c). 761 

In some cases, Al-ferrihydrite is also shown to delay or indefinitely resist the 762 

transformation to hematite, and after heating only a fraction of the original material 763 

transforms to hematite, leaving behind amorphous material bearing the XRD signature of 764 

poorly-crystalline Al-ferrihydrite (Liu et al., 2010b). In general, co-precipitated Al-765 

ferrihydrites transform to crystalline hematite (or Al-hematite) more slowly, at higher 766 

temperature, or less-completely with increasing Al content.  We interpret such 767 

observations to be due to the reduced thermodynamic driving force (ΔGrxn) for 768 

transformation associated with Al doping.   769 

 770 

An additional point of interest is the experimental observation that Al-doping in 771 

ferrihydrites favors the formation of hematite over goethite via phase transformation, 772 

whereas undoped ferrihydrites can transform to either hematite or goethite (Lewis and 773 

Schwertmann, 1979b; Schwertmann et al., 2000).  In apparent contrast with this 774 

observation, our simulation results suggest that Al-goethite would be the 775 

thermodynamically favored product of Al-ferrihydrite phase transformation. However, 776 

the distinct phase transformation mechanisms for the ferrihydrite-goethite and 777 

ferrihydrite-hematite transformations must be taken into account when interpreting the 778 

implications of our calculations. The ferrihydrite-goethite transformation occurrs 779 

primarily as a dissolution-reprecipitation process (Burleson and Penn, 2006) whereas the 780 

ferrihydrite-hematite transformation is better described as a topotactic/solid-state process 781 

involving internal rearrangements of cations and expulsion of water/OH content.  Since 782 

goethite formation involves dissolution of the ferrihydrite precursor, the assumption that 783 

Al dopant content would remain contained within the bulk of the structure is no longer 784 

tenable.  Therefore, the stabilizing effect of Al for goethite predicted in Figure 3 would 785 

not be realized in this transformation and there is no contradiction with the modeling 786 

results.  It is not clear from our calculations why an increased tendency to form hematite 787 

is observed.  The influence of Al impurities on the relative kinetics of the dissolution vs. 788 

solid-state rearrangement processes remains a likely candidate for explaining the 789 

favorability of the ferrihydrite-hematite transformation in the presence of Al substitution. 790 

 791 
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More generally, the favorability of Al doping in the oxyhydroxides goethite, 792 

lepidocrocite and ferrihydrite, as compared to the oxide hematite, can be reasonably 793 

interpreted as a consequence of the stability of the Al-OH bond, as compared to Fe-OH.  794 

Comparing the relative stabilities of the isostructural pure-Fe and pure-Al 795 

oxyhydroxides/oxides, we find that the Al-oxyhydroxides are considerably more stable 796 

than the Fe-oxyhydroxides when stability is expressed relative to the (Al/Fe)2O3 oxide.  797 

In the Fe-based materials, only goethite is competitively stable with hematite, having 798 

roughly equivalent free energies of formation at equilibrium with liquid water, whereas in 799 

the Al-based materials the AlOOH polymorphs diaspore and boehmite are considerably 800 

more stable than the oxide, corundum. Additionally, the common and thermodynamically 801 

stable Al-oxyhydroxide gibbsite, Al(OH)3, is a fully hydroxylated structure for which 802 

there is no commonly-occurring Fe-based structural analogue, suggesting that such a 803 

structure is unstable with a cation lattice comprised purely of Fe3+.  These observations 804 

about bulk stability align with calculation results that favor Al dopants on host lattices 805 

containing hydroxyls. Additionally, the presence of an OH group in the octahedral shell 806 

of the ferrihydrite Fe1 site, and lack thereof in the case of the Fe2 and Fe3 sites, may help 807 

explain the dramatic difference in Al doping energy calculated for these sites, which 808 

favors Al doping at the Fe1 site particularly. 809 

 810 

The non-uniform nature of calculated Al-Al pairwise interactions in the bulk of the 811 

oxyhydroxides does not provide conclusive evidence of a trend toward Al-Al clustering 812 

or mixing behavior in the limit of dilute Al.  Overall, Al-Al interaction energies in the 813 

limit of dilute Al are relatively small compared to the dilute impurity energies of each Al 814 

substitution performed, indicating that the overall thermodynamic impact of Al 815 

substitution on bulk stability is primarily influenced by the amount of Al substitution, 816 

rather than the particular atomic arrangement of the Al on the bulk Fe lattice. Further 817 

study into the nature of Al-Al interactions and/or ordering phenomena at Al 818 

concentrations above ~20% would require a significantly more complicated simulation 819 

model and is thus beyond the scope of this work. 820 

 821 
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Calculated Al doping energetics and Al-Al interactions at the goethite (101) surface are 822 

non-uniform, demonstrating that Al-Fe alloying physics at the mineral surface are 823 

dependent on both surface termination (the types and topologies of sites available) and 824 

the concentration of dopants at the surface, especially at higher dopant concentrations 825 

where significant dopant clustering or interaction must be expected. The dilute Al-doping 826 

energies at the goethite (101) surface show that Al dopants found on the topmost surface 827 

Fe sites are significantly more stable than an Al dopant within the bulk, thus a surface 828 

segregation effect in which Al dopants are disproportionately located at the mineral 829 

surface might be expected.  However these favorable doping energetics do not extend 830 

beyond the first surface layer, as Fe sites below the topmost layer appear effectively 831 

indistinct from bulk Al dopants having no exposure to the mineral surface. Akin to their 832 

bulk counterparts, Al-Al pairwise interactions at the mineral surface do not uniformly 833 

show a trend toward Al-clustering/phase segregation or Al/Fe mixing at the mineral 834 

surface. The overall balance of calculated interactions suggests repulsion/mixing, but the 835 

effect is energetically weak. 836 

5. Conclusions 837 

We have performed an ab initio study of aluminum substitution in the common Fe-oxide 838 

and oxyhydroxide structures, including investigation of the thermodynamics of dilute Al-839 

substitution within the bulk of the mineral material and dilute and high-coverage Al-840 

substitution thermodynamics at the (101) surface of goethite.  In all Fe-oxide and 841 

oxyhydroxide structures dilute Al-substitution is destabilizing, although the effect varies 842 

significantly across the family of materials.  Lower Al-substitution energies for the 843 

oxyhydroxides goethite, lepidocrocite and ferrihydrite indicate that Al-substitution in 844 

these materials might be more readily accomplished in a mixed-Al/Fe precipitation 845 

environment than for the oxide, hematite.  We demonstrate that dilute Al-doping 846 

improves the relative stability of Al-lepidocrocite and Al-ferrihydrite relative to Al-847 

hematite, and wholly stabilizes Al-goethite relative to Al-hematite at even low Al 848 

concentrations (<5% Al). The shift in relative stability between the oxyhydroxide and 849 

oxide phases may impact phase transformation processes, especially in the case of 850 

thermally-driven topotactic/solid-state phase transformations not involving the release of 851 
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kinetically-trapped Al3+ dopants. The anticipated effect of increased relative stability of 852 

the oxyhydroxide phases when doped with Al is a reduced thermodynamic driving force 853 

for transformation (smaller ΔGrxn between Al-ferrihydrite and Al-hematite, as compared 854 

to undoped ferrihydrite and hematite). In the case of dissolution/reprecipitation-based 855 

phase transformations, notably the formation of goethite from ferrihydrite, Al dopants in 856 

the parent phase cannot be assumed to be transferred to the product phase as in the case 857 

of topotactic transformations. In this case, dissolved Fe3+ and Al3+ should be expected to 858 

more easily segregate into separate mineral materials upon reprecipitation.  859 

 860 

Explicit calculation of Al-Al interaction energies in the bulk Fe-oxide and oxyhydroxides 861 

yields a mixed set of interactions types that do not suggest a simple phase 862 

segregation/clustering or mixing trend.  Al-Al interactions are small in magnitude as 863 

compared to the Al substitution energies.  Thus, for low levels of Al substitution, the 864 

overall impact of Al substitution on thermodynamic stability of the bulk Fe-865 

oxide/oxyhydroxide materials is primarily dependent on the amount of Al substituted, 866 

with the particular Al configurations within the bulk having secondary influence. 867 

 868 

Surface slab calculations support the hypothesis that Al surface segregation is 869 

energetically favored at the goethite (101) mineral/particle surface, which may be 870 

considered an analog for some other Fe-oxyhydroxide surfaces, particularly those of 871 

ferrihydrite.  However, the surface segregation tendency applies only to the topmost 872 

surface layer of Fe sites, while Al doping on underlying layers of Fe sites appears little 873 

different from bulk substitution.  Al-Al interactions at the goethite (101) surface show no 874 

uniform trend toward clustering nor mixing in the dilute limit, similar to the Al 875 

interactions in the bulk material. The goethite (101) surface is not significantly stabilized 876 

by a full terminal monolayer of Al, indicating that the surface segregation tendency 877 

observed for dilute Al substitution cannot be extended to the high-coverage limit.    878 

 879 

These results add atomic-level insight into the behavior of Al dopants in the common Fe-880 

oxide/oxyhydroxide materials hematite, goethite, lepidocrocite and ferrihydrite.  881 

Considering that Al-doping in natural Fe-oxides and oxyhydroxides is common in natural 882 
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environments, the thermodynamic impacts of Al-substitution are a relevant component of 883 

a more complete understanding of mineral phase stability, formation and transformation, 884 

composition, crystal and surface structure, and reactivity toward aqueous contaminants.   885 

 886 
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 897 
Figure 1: The calculated bulk crystal structures of (a) hematite, α—Fe2O3, (b) goethite, 898 
α—FeOOH, (c) lepidocrocite, γ-FeOOH, and (d)ferrihydrite, based on the single-phase 899 
structure proposed by Michel et al. Fe atoms are shown in brown, O atoms in red, and H 900 
atoms in white.  Unit cells are outlined with black lines.  The three symmetry-distinct 901 
cation sites in the ferrihydrite structure, Fe1 (brown), Fe2 (green) and Fe3 (blue) are 902 
indicated. 903 
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 904 
Figure 2: Dilute impurity energies (Equation 5) of single-atom Al-substitutions on Fe-905 
oxide and oxyhydroxide host structures.  Ferrihydrite has three symmetry-distinct Fe 906 
cation sites, and thus three distinct impurity energies.   907 

 908 
Figure 3: Relative stabilization effect of Al-doped Fe-oxyhydroxides.  Equivalently-909 
doped Al-hematite + water form the baseline (x-axis) for the plot.  All three Fe-910 
oxyhydroxides are shown to be stabilized relative to Al-hematite for increasing Al 911 
concentrations. Data points for supercell calculations of varying size and Al content are 912 
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shown explicitly, while the dashed lines extrapolate the dilute mixing energy obtained 913 
from the lowest-Al concentration supercells. Data points marked with an asterisk indicate 914 
that these data are associated with supercells in which two Al dopants were placed on 915 
nearest-neighbor cation sites (see Section 3.2). 916 

 917 
Figure 4: Al-Al pairwise interaction energies (solid columns) as compared to the dilute 918 
impurity energy of an isolated Al substitution in Fe-oxide/oxyhydroxde materials (open 919 
columns).  The numbers labeling each Al-Al interaction column indicate the Al-Al 920 
separation distance (Å) in the relaxed simulation cell.   The dilute impurity energy for 921 
ferrihydrite is for Al substitution on the favored Fe1 site, whereas the Al-Al interaction 922 
energies are computed for interactions involving Al substitution pairs with one dopant on 923 
the Fe1 site, and the second on the Fe1, Fe2, or Fe3 site, as labeled in the figure. 924 

 925 
Figure 5: Substitution energies of Al atoms placed at/near the goethite (101) surface 926 
relative to a dilute Al-substitution in bulk goethite. Figure 6 illustrates the surface doping 927 
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sites.  Sites 1 and 3 comprise the topmost, terminal layer of cation sites in the goethite 928 
(101) surface, while sites 2 and 4 are the second layer.  929 

 930 
Figure 6: Illustration of Al dopant sites at, and embedded into, the goethite (101) surface.  931 
Fe octahedra are shown in brown (unlabeled), O atoms shown in red, H atoms in white. 932 
Al-dopant sites are shown in blue and labeled by site number corresponding to the 933 
energies shown in Figure 5. Slab surface protonation and hydration are described in 934 
Section 2.2. The internal “int” site is approximately 6 Å from the terminal oxygen layer 935 
at the (101) surface. 936 
 937 
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 938 
Figure 7: Pairwise interaction energies for neighboring Al-Al dopant pairs placed at the 939 
goethite (101) surface (dark columns) and within the goethite bulk (white columns), 940 
grouped by symmetry-equivalent interaction types.  The two-number labels refer to the 941 
site numbers shown in Figure 5 (e.g., “2,3” is the interaction energy between Al dopants 942 
placed on sites 2 and 3 simultaneously).   The ordinal type of interaction is shown at each 943 
column (e.g. ‘1NN’ = ‘first-nearest-neighbor’ interaction).  Al-Al interactions at the 944 
mineral surface behave qualitatively like the corresponding interactions within the bulk, 945 
but have slightly more positive interaction energies.  The final two grey columns report 946 
the interaction energies for non-neighboring pairs 1,3 and 2,4, for which symmetry-947 
equivalent interactions were not calculated within the bulk. 948 
 949 
 950 
 951 

952 
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Figure Captions 953 

Figure 1: The calculated bulk crystal structures of (a) hematite, α—Fe2O3, (b) goethite, 954 

α—FeOOH, (c) lepidocrocite, γ-FeOOH, and (d) ferrihydrite, based on the single-phase 955 

structure proposed by (Michel et al., 2007).Fe atoms are shown in brown, O atoms in red, 956 

and H atoms in white.  Unit cells are outlined with black lines.  The three symmetry-957 

distinct cation sites in the ferrihydrite structure, Fe1 (brown), Fe2 (green) and Fe3 (blue) 958 

are indicated. 959 

 960 

Figure 2: Dilute impurity energies (Equation 5) of single-atom Al-substitutions on Fe-961 

oxide and oxyhydroxide host structures.  Ferrihydrite has three symmetry-distinct Fe 962 

cation sites, and thus three distinct impurity energies.   963 

 964 

Figure 3: Relative stabilization effect of Al-doped Fe-oxyhydroxides.  Equivalently-965 

doped Al-hematite + water form the baseline (x-axis) for the plot.  All three Fe-966 

oxyhydroxides are shown to be stabilized relative to Al-hematite for increasing Al 967 

concentrations. Data points for supercell calculations of varying size and Al content are 968 

shown explicitly, while the dashed lines extrapolate the dilute mixing energy obtained 969 

from the lowest-Al concentration supercells. Data points marked with an asterisk indicate 970 

that these data are associated with supercells in which two Al dopants were placed on 971 

nearest-neighbor cation sites (see Section 3.2). 972 

 973 

Figure 4: Al-Al pairwise interaction energies (solid columns) as compared to the dilute 974 

impurity energy of an isolated Al substitution in Fe-oxide/oxyhydroxde materials (open 975 

columns).  The numbers labeling each Al-Al interaction column indicate the Al-Al 976 

separation distance (Å) in the relaxed simulation cell.   The dilute impurity energy for 977 

ferrihydrite is for Al substitution on the favored Fe1 site, whereas the Al-Al interaction 978 

energies are computed for interactions involving Al substitution pairs with one dopant on 979 

the Fe1 site, and the second on the Fe1, Fe2, or Fe3 site, as labeled in the figure. 980 

 981 
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Figure 5: Substitution energies of Al atoms placed at/near the goethite (101) surface 982 

relative to a dilute Al-substitution in bulk goethite. Figure 6 illustrates the surface doping 983 

sites.  Sites 1 and 3 comprise the topmost, terminal layer of cation sites in the goethite 984 

(101) surface, while sites 2 and 4 are the second layer.  985 

 986 

Figure 6: Illustration of Al dopant sites at, and embedded into, the goethite (101) surface.  987 

Fe octahedra are shown in brown (unlabeled), O atoms shown in red, H atoms in white. 988 

Al-dopant sites are shown in blue and labeled by site number corresponding to the 989 

energies shown in Figure 5. Slab surface protonation and hydration are described in 990 

Section 2.2. The internal “int” site is approximately 6 Å from the terminal oxygen layer 991 

at the (101) surface. 992 

 993 

Figure 7: Pairwise interaction energies for neighboring Al-Al dopant pairs placed at the 994 

goethite (101) surface (dark columns) and within the goethite bulk (white columns), 995 

grouped by symmetry-equivalent interaction types.  The two-number labels refer to the 996 

site numbers shown in Figure 5 (e.g., “2,3” is the interaction energy between Al dopants 997 

placed on sites 2 and 3 simultaneously).   The ordinal type of interaction is shown at each 998 

column (e.g. ‘1NN’ = ‘first-nearest-neighbor’ interaction).  Al-Al interactions at the 999 

mineral surface behave qualitatively like the corresponding equivalent interactions within 1000 

the bulk, but have slightly more positive interaction energies.  The final two grey 1001 

columns report the interaction energies for non-neighboring pairs 1,3 and 2,4, for which 1002 

equivalent interactions were not calculated within the bulk. 1003 

  1004 
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Table 1: Comparing Al substitution energetics in bulk goethite for plane wave cutoff energies of 650 eV 1005 
and 350 eV.  The 650 eV cutoff was used for simulation of bulk materials, whereas the lower 350 eV cutoff 1006 
was used for slab geometry simulations, in the interest of increased computational speed.  While the larger 1007 
cutoff energy is required for convergence of total energy, the calculation of a relative quantity like dilute 1008 
impurity energy reaches satisfactory convergence at a much lower cutoff energy. 1009 
 1010 

Structure Stoichiometry 
650 eV cutoff 350 eV cutoff 

Total Energy 
(eV) 

dilute impurity 
energy (eV) 

Total Energy 
(eV) 

dilute impurity 
energy (eV) 

goethite Fe32O64H32 -804.6647 - -803.7497 - 

diaspore Al32O64H32 -841.0946 - -839.8832 - 

Al-goethite Fe31Al1O64H32 -805.5766 0.227 -804.6493 0.230 

 1011 
 1012 

1013 
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Table 2: Ab initio simulation data for pure-Fe, pure-Al and Al-doped (labeled as Al-hematite, Al-goethite, 1014 
etc.) oxide/oxyhydroxide isostructures, including total energy and cell dimensions after full atomic 1015 
relaxation.  Hematite/corundum are calculated using the hexagonal setting of space group

€ 

R3 c , having a 1016 
hexagonal unit cell containing 12 cations. Goethite/diaspore cell parameters reflect the Pnma space group 1017 
setting. The kpoint meshes are labeled as M for Monkhorst-Pack configurations, or G for Γ-centered.  All 1018 
simulation data reported in this table used a 650 eV plane wave cutoff energy. 1019 
 1020 

Isostructur
e 

Simulation 
Stoichiometry 

Superce
ll Size 

Kpoi
nt 

Mesh 

Relaxed Cell 
Parameters (Å) cell 

volum
e (Å3) 

Total 
Energ
y (eV) 

dilute 
impurit

y 
energy 
(eV/Al) 

relativ
e 

enthalp
y of 

mixing 
(eV/Al) 

a b c 

hematite Fe12O18 1×1×1 662G 5.09 5.09 13.9
4 312.46 

-
213.13

9 
- - 

 Fe48O72 2×2×1 332G 10.1
7 

10.1
7 

13.9
4 

1249.2
3 

-
852.56

8 
- - 

corundum Al12O18 1×1×1 662G 4.81 4.81 13.1
2 262.73 

-
225.27

0 
- - 

 Al48O72 2×2×1 332G 9.62 9.62 13.1
2 

1051.3
5 

-
901.08

8 
- - 

Al-
hematite 

(8.33% Al) 
Fe11Al1O18 1×1×1 662G 5.07 5.07 13.8

8 308.53 
-

213.81
6 

0.334 -0.027 

Al-
hematite 

(2.1% Al) 
Fe47Al1O72 2×2×1 332G 10.1

6 
10.1

6 
13.9

2 
1243.9

1 

-
853.21

8 
0.360 0.000 

goethite Fe4O8H4 1×1×1 386M 10.0
5 3.05 4.63 142.06 

-
100.57

9 
- - 

 Fe8O16H8 1×2×1 346M 10.0
5 6.11 4.63 284.37 

-
201.15

8 
- - 

 Fe32O64H32 1×4×2 323M 10.0
5 

12.2
2 9.26 1138.2

2 

-
804.66

5 
- - 

diaspore Al4O8H4 1×1×1 386M 9.49 2.87 4.42 120.48 
-

105.13
7 

- - 

 Al8O16H8 1×2×1 346M 9.49 5.75 4.42 241.00 
-

210.27
3 

- - 

 Al32O64H32 1×4×2 323M 9.49 11.5
0 8.83 963.58 

-
841.09

5 
- - 

Al-goethite 
(25% Al) Fe3Al1O8H4 1×1×1 386M 9.92 3.01 4.58 136.90 

-
101.47

4 
0.245 -0.244 

Al-goethite 
(12.5% Al) Fe7Al1O16H8 1×2×1 346M 9.98 6.06 4.61 279.03 

-
202.08

1 
0.217 -0.272 

Al-goethite 
(3.1% Al) Fe31Al1O64H32 1×4×2 323M 10.0

3 
12.1

9 9.26 1132.8
4 

-
805.57

7 
0.227 -0.261 

lepidocroci
te Fe8O16H8 2×1×1 638M 6.19 12.5

1 3.94 304.82 
-

200.00
7 

- - 
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 Fe24O48H24 3×1×2 434M 9.28 12.5
1 7.87 913.19 

-
600.02

4 
- - 

boehmite Al8O16H8 2×1×1 638M 5.80 12.0
5 3.74 260.93 

-
210.33

6 
- - 

 Al24O48H24 3×1×2 434M 8.69 12.0
1 7.47 780.28 

-
631.00

2 
- - 

Al-lep. 
(12.5% Al) Fe7Al1O16H8 2×1×1 638M 6.14 12.4

8 3.91 299.74 
-

201.10
4 

0.194 -0.447 

Al-lep. 
(4.2% Al) Fe23Al1O48H24 3×1×2 434M 9.26 12.5

2 7.84 909.43 
-

601.17
9 

0.136 -0.504 

ferrihydrite Fe10O16H2 1×1×1 664G 5.97 5.97 9.37 288.94 
-

191.58
5 

- - 

 Fe40O64H8 2×2×1 334G 11.9
4 

11.9
4 9.38 1157.7

4 

-
766.36

3 
- - 

akdalaite Al10O16H2 1×1×1 664G 5.64 5.64 8.85 243.40 
-

202.58
6 

- - 

 Al40O64H8 2×2×1 334G 11.2
7 

11.2
7 8.85 973.72 

-
810.34

6 
- - 

Al-fhyd, 
Fe1 (10% 

Al) 
Fe9Al1O16H2 1×1×1 664G 5.94 5.94 9.33 285.12 

-
192.55

9 
0.127 -0.323 

Al-fhyd, 
Fe1 (2.5% 

Al) 
Fe39Al1O64H8 2×2×1 334G 11.9

2 
11.9

2 9.35 1153.5
4 

-
767.34

4 
0.119 -0.331 

Al-fhyd, 
Fe2 (2.5% 

Al) 
Fe39Al1O64H8 2×2×1 334G 11.9

3 
11.9

3 9.34 1153.5
6 

-
766.86

0 
0.602 0.153 

Al-fhyd, 
Fe3 (2.5% 

Al) 
Fe39Al1O64H8 2×2×1 334G 11.9

3 
11.9

3 9.37 1154.8
3 

-
767.03

7 
0.425 -0.024 

surface 
slab 

(anhydrous
) 

Fe32O60H40 2×1×1 531M 6.11 11.0
7 

30.0
0 - - - - 

surface 
slab  

(hydrated) 

Fe32O60H40 + 
20(H2O) 2×1×1 531M 6.11 11.0

7 
35.0

0 - - - - 

 1021 
 1022 
  1023 
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Table 3: Pairwise Al-Al interaction data in the bulk Fe-oxide/oxyhydroxides.  Interaction energies (final 1024 
column) correspond to those pairs shown in Figure 3.  Shown are the Al-Al interatomic distances between 1025 
the nearest Al-Al pairings within the cell, after full relaxation of the Al-substituted cell, in comparison with 1026 
the corresponding Fe-Fe distances in an undefected cell.  Nearest-pair Al-Al distances are uniformly shorter 1027 
than the corresponding Fe-Fe distances, but Al-Al interactions are not uniformly attractive (negative 1028 
interaction energy).  Also reported are the second-nearest Al-Al pairings, which are considerably longer 1029 
than those associated with the first-nearest pairs,  All first-nearest Al-Al pairs only occur once (multiplicity 1030 
= 1) within the tested supercells, while some longer-range Al-Al pairings have  1031 

Isostructure Al-Al  
Interaction Type 

Total 
Energy 

(eV) 

First Al-Al 
distance, relaxed 
(Å) [multiplicity] 

Equiv.  
Fe-Fe 

distance (Å) 

Second Al-Al 
distance, relaxed 
(Å) [multiplicity] 

Al-Al 
Interaction 

Energy (eV) 

Al-Al-hematite  
(4.2% Al) 

  
  

1NN* -853.8862 2.78 [1] 2.92 10.15 [6] -0.018 
2NN -853.8955 2.91 [1] 3.00 7.80 [2] -0.027 
3NN -853.8988 3.38 [1] 3.41 8.00 [2] -0.030 

Al-Al-goethite  
(6.25% Al) 

  
  

1NN* -806.4586 2.98 [1] 3.05 9.19 [1] 0.030 
2NN -806.4751 3.17 [1] 3.33 7.44 [1] 0.013 
3NN -806.5141 3.47 [1] 3.49 7.48 [1] -0.026 

Al-Al-lepidocrocite 
(8.33% Al) 

  
  

1NN* -602.3603 2.99 [1] 3.09 6.31 [1] -0.027 
2NN -602.2880 3.03 [1] 3.13 6.20 [1] 0.045 
3NN -602.2323 3.92 [2] 3.93 7.84 [2] 0.050 

Al-Al-ferrihydrite  
(20% Al) 

  
  

1NN (Me1-Me1) -193.5327 2.94 [2] 2.98 5.13 [2] 0.010 
2NN (Me1-Me3) -193.2936 3.36 [1] 3.43 5.42 [2] -0.047 
3NN (Me1-Me2) -193.1436 3.50 [2] 3.53 5.46 [2] -0.037 

 1032 
 1033 
 1034 
 1035 
 1036 
Table 4: Total and relative slab supercell energies for Al dopants placed at the goethite (101) surface.  The 1037 
relative energies in Columns 4 and 5 are expressed relative to the embedded ‘int’ Al dopant using Eq. 9.  1038 
The energies in the final two columns are expressed relative to a dilute Al dopant within a bulk goethite 1039 
supercell (3.1% Al, Table 2) using the Analysis II technique, Eq. 6. 1040 

Al site 
 

Total Energy (eV) 
Relative to embedded 

dopant ('int') Eq. 9 
(eV/Al) 

Relative enthalpy of mixing,  
vs. Al-goethite (3.1%)  

(Analysis II, Eq. 6) (eV/Al) 
anhydrous hydrated anhydrous hydrated anhydrous hydrated 

int -860.0698 -1151.8168 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.024 
1 -860.2420 -1151.9679 -0.172 -0.151 -0.170 -0.127 
2 -860.0223 -1151.7876 0.048 0.029 0.050 0.054 
3 -860.2585 -1151.9499 -0.189 -0.133 -0.187 -0.109 
4 -860.0520 -1151.8100 0.018 0.007 0.020 0.031 

All sites,  
Al monolayer (8 Al) -866.3458 -1158.0656 - - 0.003 0.009 

pure Fe slab,  
no dopant -859.1723 -1150.9416 - - - - 

 1041 
 1042 
 1043 



 43 

 1044 
  1045 



 44 

Table 5: Calculated Al-Al pair interactions at the goethite (101) surface, as compared to symmetry-1046 
equivalent interactions within bulk goethite.  Equivalent interaction types are grouped and labeled in 1047 
Column 2 (‘1NN’ = ‘first nearest neighbor” cation site).  The nearest Al-Al distances associated with the 1048 
interaction are reported, as are the multiplicities of the interaction type, which may be >1 due to image 1049 
interactions across periodic boundary conditions.  Because of the relatively small slab supercell area, other 1050 
Al-Al interactions also occur at slightly longer distances, including additional pairs due to image 1051 
interactions.  The second-nearest Al-Al pair distances and multiplicities for each interaction cell simulated 1052 
are also shown to clarify this issue.  Pair interaction energies are assigned to the nearest-distance Al pairs 1053 
and normalized by the multiplicity of that pair type only. 1054 

Pair Interaction 
Type 

Total 
Energy 

(eV) 

Pair 
Interaction 

Energy (eV) 

 1st Al-Al 
relaxed 

distance (Å) 
[multiplicity] 

 2nd Al-Al 
relaxed distance 

(Å) [multiplicity] 

bulk 1NN 1NN - 0.030 2.98 [1] 9.19 [1] 

1,1 1NN 1NN -861.1844 0.064 3.06 [2] 6.11 [2] 
2,2 1NN 1NN -860.7316 0.070 3.06 [2] 6.11 [2] 
3,3 1NN 1NN -861.2229 0.061 3.06 [2] 6.11 [2] 
4,4 1NN 1NN -860.7943 0.069 3.06 [2] 6.11 [2] 

int,int 1NN 1NN -860.8260 0.071 3.06 [2] 6.11 [2] 

bulk 2NN 2NN - 0.013 3.17 [1] 7.44 [1] 
1,2 2NN 2NN -861.0672 0.025 3.19 [1] 5.39 [1] 
3,4 2NN 2NN -861.1130 0.025 3.14 [1] 5.36 [1] 

bulk 3NN 3NN - -0.026 3.47 [1] 7.48 [1] 
1,4 3NN 3NN -861.1308 -0.009 3.47 [1] 5.57 [1] 
 2,3 3NN 3NN -861.1213 -0.013 3.40 [1] 5.56 [1] 

1,3 (separated) n/a -861.3045 0.024 6.11 [2] 6.15 [2] 
2,4 (separated) n/a -860.8612 0.041 5.31 [1] 5.79 [1] 

 1055 
 1056 

1057 
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